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MINER: BLASTING, KUMBA IRON ORE, KOLOMELA MINE, 
NORTHERN CAPE
BAND 8

Kumba Iron Ore is a world leader in the mining and supply of the highest quality iron 
ore to the global steel industry. With haematite reserves of more than a billion tonnes, 
we’re a growing South African company and the fourth largest supplier of seaborne 
iron ore in the world. A part of Anglo American, we are helping to build the leading 
global mining company

In this role, you will execute all designated blasting tasks to ensure sufficient floor 
stock, safely and cost effectively as well as prepare, charge and blast blocks to 
ensure floor stock (mining material) according to the production plan. You will also 
clean equipment to ensure a healthy safe environment, adhere to all safety and health 
standards and promote good housekeeping on an ongoing basis.

To qualify, you need a Grade 12, Opencast Blasting Certificate and 3+ years’ 
operational experience in opencast blasting. You must be prepared to work shifts, 
perform call-out duties and work overtime. A valid South African driver’s licence and 
knowledge of opencast mining blasting processes, the Mine, Health and Safety Act, 
Mining equipment and explosives are essential. You will be required to pass a Medical 
Fitness Certificate in order to be considered for this position. Ref. K723360

Kumba Iron Ore – Kolomela Mine supports sustainable economic growth in the local 
community. Our mining operations allow us to invest back into communities. We 
commit to develop skills and support education to allow people to get an opportunity 
to be employed once successful. We are a skilled business that attract relevant 
professionals and are fully committed to develop talent with local people fully in 
mind. To retain and build the skills needed to run a successful business, we give first 
preference to people in our host (local) communities.

Please note all applications are screened to ensure information contained is accurate.

Apply today by depositing a detailed CV, including certified copies of your ID and 
the qualification mentioned in the CV, quoting the reference number, at the GSS 
Walk-in Centre and at the Application Box, Turnstiles at Kolomela Mine Security 
Entrance, Postmasburg or go to www.angloamerican.com and click on “Careers” 
then “Job Opportunities” and type in the reference number “Job Search” before  
29 January 2018.

Appointment will be made in line with Employment Equity considerations.

If you do not receive feedback from us within 6 weeks of the closing date, please 
consider your application unsuccessful. 


